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1. INTRODUCTION & 2. CONTEXT
IGF 2015
GEDI + ANET
BASED AROUND OUR IGF EXPERIENCE, WE’VE ORGANIZED 14 ROUNDTABLES AND ONE 3-DAY SERIES OF LECTURES, THUS SPREADING KNOWLEDGE ABOUT INTERNET GOVERNANCE.
Staff

- Over 25 researchers divided into four main teams:
  - Internet Governance and Human Rights;
  - Law and Economy in the Internet;
  - Cybercrime and Safety, and
  - Electronic Process.
ASSISTING OTHER PROJECTS

FIDES
UNI-SIM
SOI
Achievement

• As of 2017.2, the Law Course at UFRN will have two disciplines around Internet Law, which would have been impossible without the IGF.

• Every semester, up to 100 hundred students will have the opportunity to learn about Internet Law.

• The faculty is closely working with our researchers in order to offer an updated, ever-improving perspective, emphasizing the multistakeholder model as essential for the effective understanding of the content.
MARKETING INTERNET GOVERNANCE FOR UNDERGRADUATES
(THEY TEND TO LIKE SILLY THINGS)
LATEST GEDI GENERAL ASSEMBLY

(VIVIANE COULDN’T COME TO THE IGF, SHE IS IN ROMENIA)
The IGF 2015 gave us the necessary tools to create our own Internet Governance community.

It was not an one-off opportunity to be forgotten. It has changed our lives. It made us capable of grouping together.
THANK YOU!

• SPECIAL THANKS:
  
  • NEIL MARTIN, WHO DESIGNED OUR LOGO (http://www.theworkof.co.uk/)
  
  • GABRIEL VASCONCELOS AND VICTOR FIGUEIREDO, WHO CONTRIBUTED WITH GRAPHICAL ASSETS
  
  • RENATA AQUINO, RENATA BALTAR AND ALYNE ANDRADE — WITHOUT WHOM THIS WORKSHOP WOULDN’T BE POSSIBLE
  
  • ALL OF MY BELOVED RESEARCHERS AT GEDI — WITHOUT WHOM I WOULDN’T BE HERE AT ALL.

  • Contact Information: gdp.direito@gmail.com / gedi.ufrn@gmail.com
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